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NOOMI

Swivel chair
Art. no.: 2-327

Pouf
Art. no.: 2-394

Description:

The Noomi chair is inspired by the classic Scandinavian design tradition and all the qualities of our classic furniture –

qualities that are timeless and therefore still look completely contemporary. In the Scandinavian tradition, form and

function are equally important and our furniture reflects our history. 

Noomi is true to this tradition in the simplicity of its design, but at the same time has an individual form that matches

the contours of the human body, from the curved base to the strong backrest. The curved, organic forms involve a lot

of traditional manual padding work.

Noomi provides good lumbar support, the angle of the backrest to the seat has been carefully thought out, and the

wide armrests are comfortable to rest your arms on. It open look invites various sitting positions and its simple design

makes it suited to all kinds of functions, interiors and architectural spaces. It’s a chair that signals comfort and rest. 

Noomi brings history up to date – in a simple, soft and contemporary form.

Base: polished aluminium or black

Year of design: 2013

Design: SUSANNE GRØNLUND
After completing her training at Danmarks Designskole, Susanne Grønlund set up her own studio 1991 and since she

has designed and developed a wide and rewarded range of products like: textiles, clothing, toys, lifestyle products,

lamps, outdoor furniture and not least furniture.

Common for all the new ideas is that they all take starting point in a simple and easy to grasp design style without

compromising the function and quality. Her red thread is the Scandinavian design tradition with a humorous

contemporary touch which is all combined in a continuous row of innovative ideas and projects, like beads on a string. 
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Dimensions (cm):
Swivel chair Pouf

Art. no.: 2-327 2-394

Length: 84 53

Depth: 71 37

Height: 90 41

Seat height: 45 45

Seat depth: 51 37

Colli: 1

Colli info

Packing dimensions: 87x79.5x94

Volume: 0.65 m³

Weight (net): 16.77 kg

Weight (gross): 21.00 kg

Packing

Cardboard: 7 mm

Pap i alt: 3.94 kg

Plastic foil: 35 µm

Plastic i alt: 0.29 kg
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